We discuss several conditions for four points to lie on a plane, and we use them to find new equations for four-body central configurations that use angles as variables. We use these equations to give novel proofs of some results for four-body central configuration. We also give a clear geometrical explanation of why Ptolemy's theorem can be used to write equations for co-circular central configurations when mutual distances are used as coordinates.
Introduction
Let P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 be four points in R 3 with position vectors q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , and q 4 , respectively (see figure 1) . Let r ij = q i − q j , be the distance between the point P i and P j , and let q = (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ) ∈ R 12 . The center of mass of the system is q CM = 
where U(q) is the Newtonian potential
A central configuration (c.c.) of the four-body problem is a configuration q ∈ R 12 which satisfies the algebraic equations
If we let I(q) denote the moment of inertia, that is,
we can write equations (3) as
Viewing λ as a Lagrange multiplier, a central configuration is simply a critical point of U subject to the constraint I equals a constant. A central configuration is planar if the four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 lie on the same plane. Equations (3) , and (4) also describe planar central configurations provided q i ∈ R 2 for i = 1, . . . 4.
Other equations for the planar central configurations of four bodies were given by Dziobek [10] . Such equations are written in term of mutual distances, and to obtain them, one must include a condition ensuring that the configuration is planar. This is usually done by using the variational approach of Dziobek (good references for this approach are [10, 17, 15] , and [11] for the vortex case) and the following planarity condition Planarity Condition 1. P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ∈ R 3 are coplanar (in the same plane) if and only if the volume of the tetrahedron formed by these four points is 0 .
To use this condition explicitly one typically sets the Cayley-Menger determinant [3, 4, 14] ), however, derive Dziobek's equations using another approach based on another planarity condition:
Planarity Condition 2. The dimension of the configuration determined by the points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ∈ R 3 is less or equal 2 if and only if there is a non zero vector A = (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 ) such that.
Moreover, the dimension of the configuration is 2 if and only if A is unique up to a constant factor.
The main purpose of this paper is to describe in detail some lesser known planarity conditions and apply them to recover some known results. We also want to give a geometrical explanation of the constraints used by Cors and Roberts [7] to obtain co-circular c.c.'s. In Section 2 we will study three more planarity conditions (i.e.,Planarity Condition 3, 4, and 5). In Section 3 using one of the lesser known planarigy conditions (i.e.,Planarity Condition 4), we obtain some new equations for four-body c.c's in terms of angles. A different set of c.c's equations in terms of angles was first obtained by Saari [16] . The equations obtained by Saari use Planarity Condition 3 and thus are only suited to describe concave configurations. In Section 4 we present some applications of the equations obtained is Section 3 to prove some known results. In particular, we give a different proof of Lemma 3.2 in [7] , namely we show that if two pairs of masses are equal then the corresponding co-circular configuration is an isosceles trapezoid. We also use the new equations to give a proof of Lemma 2.5 in [11] . In Section 5 we give a geometrical explanation of why the equations for four-body co-circular central configuration with distances as variables can be obtained using Ptolemy's theorem as a constraint.
More Planarity Conditions
In this section we will explore some lesser known planarity conditions from a purely geometric point of view. In Sections, 3, 4, and 5 we will investigate their applications to the four body problem. Let P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 be four points in R 3 and let q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , and q 4 be their position vectors. Let
then it follows that a + b + c + d = 0, f = b + c, and e = a + b, see figure 1 .
e × f , then, with the above definitions, the following equation holds
Proof. Clearly,
Figure 1: The points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 form a tetrahedron in R 3 .
Hence,
Suppose that q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 ∈ R 2 , then we say that the configuration is planar. We say that a planar configuration is degenerate if two or more points coincide, or if more than two points lie on the same line. Non-degenerate planar configurations can be classified as either concave or convex (see Figure  2a , and 2b). A concave configuration has one point which is located strictly inside the convex hull of the other three, whereas a convex configuration does not have a point contained in the convex hull of the other three points. Any convex configuration determines a convex quadrilateral (for a precise definition of quadrilateral see for example [5] ). Co-circular central configurations are those planar four-body c.c.s which also lie on a common circle.
In a planar convex configuration we say that the points are ordered sequentially if they are numbered consecutively while traversing the boundary of the corresponding convex quadrilateral. We say that a planar convex configuration is standard (see Figure 2b ) if it is a non-degenerate planar convex configuration that is ordered sequentially so that r 12 , r 23 , r 34 and r 14 are the lengths of the exterior sides of the corresponding quadrilateral and r 13 and r 24 are the lengths of the diagonals. A standard quadrilateral is the quadrilateral determined by a standard configuration.
In the case of a planar configuration ∆ can be interpreted as the area of the quadrilateral with diagonals e and f, and one obtains the classical Bretschneider's formula.
Corollary 1 (Bretschneider's formula). Suppose P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 form a standard planar convex configuration, then the area A of the associated quadrilateral is
Proof. Since the area of a standard quadrilateral is given by A = e × f = ∆ the proof result follows immediately.
Remark. Note that the vector formula for the area of a quadrilateral, in our notation A = 1 2 e × f , also holds for concave quadrilaterals with one of the points in the convex hull of the remaining three points. This is because the area of the Varignon parallelogram (i.e., the parallelogram formed when the midpoints of adjacent sides of a quadrilateral are joined) is one half the area of the quadrilateral. This is true not only for convex quadrilaterals, but also for concave ones. Since the area of the Varignon parallelogram is e × f one immediately sees that the area of the quadrilateral is A = 1 2 e × f . A consequence of this is that Bretschneider's formula also holds for the concave quadrilaterals.
The following condition was used in [16] to derive central configuration equations in terms of angles for the concave planar four body problem Planarity Condition 3. Let P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 be four points in R 3 , the configuration determined by these points is planar and concave if and only the sum of three of the areas of triangle you can make with the four points add up to the area of the fourth triangle.
Proof. Clearly we have that
Hence, using the triangle inequality twice, yields
Equality holds if and only if
It follows that the four points points are coplanar. Let A i be the area of the triangle of the triangle containing all points P j with j = i. Then the condition above can be expressed as
For a planar configuration this condition holds if and only if the configuration is concave with P 4 in the convex hull of the other four points. Similar conditions hold if one starts from
We now introduce and prove a lesser known planarity condition, which was hinted at in [16] . In Section 3 we will use this condition to find new equations for central configurations in terms of angles. 
Planarity Condition 4. With the notations above let
A 1 = 1 2 b × c = 0, A 2 = 1 2 c × d = 0, A 3 = 1 2 d × a = 0 and A 4 = 1 2 a × b = 0, then 1.
The configuration is a standard convex planar configuration if and only if
Using the expression for e × f above yields,
where the last inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. If ∆ = (A 2 + A 4 ) then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality reduces to an equality. Since a×b = 0 and c×d = 0 the equality holds when a×b and c×d are parallel. In this case the configuration is planar. Since A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 = 0, it follows that the configuration is also non-degenerate. Moreover, we must
Consequently a × b and c × d point in the same direction. This is enough to exclude concave configurations with P 2 or P 4 in the convex hull of the remaining masses. Similar computations allow us to exclude concave configurations with P 1 or P 3 in the convex hull of the remaining masses. We have that
If ∆ = (A 1 + A 3 ) then d × a and b × c are parallel and d × a and b × c point in the same direction. This is enough to exclude concave configurations with P 1 or P 3 in the convex hull of the remaining masses. Combining the arguments above, if ∆ = A 1 + A 3 and ∆ = A 2 + A 4 then the configuration must be a standard planar convex configuration.
Conversely, suppose that the four points form a standard convex quadrilateral, with e and f as diagonals. Then, by Corollary 1 its area is ∆ and it equals the sum of the areas of the triangles A 1 and A 3 , or of the triangles A 2 and A 4 . This concludes the proof.
We are now ready to introduce the last planarity condition we discuss in this article. It will be shown in Section 5 that this condition is important in connection with the co-circular four body problem (see [7] for a nice approach to the co-circular four body problem). Proof. Suppose configuration is a standard convex planar configuration, then
Planarity
Since f = b + c = −(a + d) we have that
and thus,
Squaring and adding equation (6) and (7) yields:
We now want to rewrite the left hand side of equation (8) .
then, using these expression, we obtain
Substituting the previous equation into (8), yields
Comparing this with the equation in Lemma 1 establishes the planarity condition. Conversely, if (5) holds, following the previous reasoning backwards we find (6), from which it follows that the configuration is coplanar and it is either convex or concave with P 1 or P 3 in the convex hull of the remaining points. The proof follows since the configuration is convex by hypothesis.
Incidentally, we can use the previous theorem to give a proof of Ptolemy's inequality.
Corollary 2 (Ptolemy's Inequality). Suppose the points P 1 , . . . , P 4 form a standard planar convex quadrilateral, then
with equality if and only if the quadrilateral is cyclic.
Proof. If the points P 1 , . . . , P 4 form a standard convex quadrilateral, then by Theorem 5 we have
Letα = π − α, andβ = π − β, the interior angles of the quadrilateral corresponding to α and β, respectively. Recall that the quadrilateral is cyclic if and only ifα +β = π. Ifγ =α
, which implies cos γ = 0. This completes the proof.
Note that the theorem also holds in the case the quadrilateral is concave with either P 1 or P 3 in the convex hull of the other points.
Planarity Condition 4 and c.c equations in terms of angles
From Planarity Condition 4, it follows that if we are looking for planar central configurations we can impose one of the following two conditions:
In order to find the extrema of U under the constraints I − I 0 = 0, and one of F 1 = 0 and F 2 = 0, let λ, η 1 and η 2 be Lagrange multipliers, so that we have to find the extrema of one of the two equations
If we choose to use the constraint F 1 = 0 the condition for a planar extrema is
I − I 0 = 0,
and if we choose to use F 2 = 0 it is
Note that one can also impose both the conditions F 1 = 0 and F 2 = 0, in which case the solutions of the variational problem will be a standard planar convex configurations.
To compute the partials of F k (k = 1, 2) we will use the expression of ∆ given in Corollary 1, and expressions of the areas A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and A 4 obtained with Heron's formula
Let θ be the angle between the diagonal, then the partial derivatives of ∆ with respect to e and f are:
where we used that ∆ = 1 2 ef sin θ, an equation for the area of a quadrilateral (see [12] ). The partials with respect to the remaining mutual distances are
where we used that ∆ =
2 ) tan θ, another formula for the area of a quadrilateral (see [12] ).
The partials of A 1 and A 2 can be computed in the following way. Given a triangle of sides α, β and γ Heron's formula for the area gives
Consequently, by symmetry and the law of cosines, all the partials of A with respect to the mutual distances have the form
where δ is the angle between the sides β and γ. As A = βγ sin δ we find
Now let θ ijk be the angle formed by the vertices {i, j, k}. From equation (10), putting all the computations above together, and absorbing the 
r −3
together with I − I 0 = 0 and F 1 = 0. Similarly, from equation (11) we obtain r −3
together with I − I 0 = 0 and F 1 = 0. We also mention the well-known relation of Dziobek [10] (r
which is required of any planar 4-body central configuration (see [17] for a derivation).
Some applications of the new equations
We start by recalling the following well known lemma See [17] for a proof, and [6] for an analogous result for point vortices. A consequence of the lemma above is the following useful fact: Proof. From (13) 
For any standard convex planar central configuration the left hand side of the equation above is negative by the previous lemma. Moreover, csc θ > 0 since θ > 0. It follows that η 1 < 0.
We can now give a simple proof of the following proposition (Lemma 3.2 in [7] ) dealing with co-circular configurations. Suppose r 24 = r 13 , then, since csc θ > 0 and η 1 < 0 by Lemma 3, the left and right side of the equation have opposite signs. Consequently, we must have r 13 = r 24 . Since the configuration is on a circle, it follows that r 14 = r 23 , A similar reasoning can be repeated with equation (22) from (19), this will exclude the remaining concave cases. It follows that the configuration is an isosceles trapezoid.
We now use the c.c. equations in terms of angles in order to capture an aspect of Lemma 2.5 in [11] , see also [8] for a different proof of a similar result. 
In this case, the configuration is an isosceles trapezoid with bodies 1 and 2 on one base, and 3 and 4 on the other.
Proof. Suppose r 13 = r 24 , then the quadrilateral is equidiagonal and 0 = r
Hence, cot θ 234 +cot θ 214 = 0 and θ 234 and θ 214 are supplementary. The configuration is co-circular. However, if a cyclic quadrilateral is also equidiagonal, it is an isosceles trapezoid. This can be proved as follows. By Ptolemy's second theorem e f = ad + bc ab + cd . and θ 124 = θ 243 . It follows that two of the opposite sides are parallel, that is, a is parallel to c. Hence, the configuration is either an isosceles trapezoid or a parallelogram.
If it is an isosceles trapezoid then the diagonals have equal length, that is, r 13 = r 24 , and we are done.
If it is a parallelogram opposite sides are equal in length, that is, r 14 = r 23 , and r 12 = r 34 . From equation (24) and Lemma 2 it follows that all the external sides must have equal length. The quadrilateral is then a rhombus. Moreover, opposite sides are parallel, and hence θ 142 = θ 324 . From equation (12) and (17) (cot θ − cot θ 142 ).
Since cot θ − cot θ 142 = 0, it follows that m 1 = m 2 = m 3 = m 4 . In this case the rhombus reduces to a square (this follows from the uniqueness of rhombus configurations, see [13] for a proof), and thus r 13 = r 24 .
Another aspect of Lemma 2.5 in [11] , is captured in the following proposition. 
In this case, the configuration is is a rhombus with bodies 1 and 3 opposite each other.
Proof. Suppose that m 1 = m 3 , m 2 = m 4 , and r 12 = r 34 , then from equations (12) and (17), we obtain 0 = r
The only solution of this equation with 0 < θ 324 , θ 142 < π is θ 324 = θ 142 . From this it follows that d and b are parallel. Hence, the configuration is either an isosceles trapezoid or a parallelogram.
If it is an isosceles trapezoid it must be a cyclic quadrilateral (and thus cot θ 234 + cot θ 214 = 0) and have r 12 = r 34 and have diagonals of equal length, that is, r 13 = r 24 . Then, from equation (13) 
Thus m 1 = m 2 and all the masses are equal. In this case the isosceles trapezoid reduces to a square (this follows, for instance, from the uniqueness of isosceles trapezoid c.c.'s [18] , or from Albouy's classification of four-body c.c's with equal masses, [1, 2] , see also section 7.1 in [7] for the vortex case), and thus r 14 = r 23 . In the case of the parallelogram opposite sides are equal in length, that is, r 12 = r 34 and r 14 = r 23 . From equation (24) and Lemma 2 it follows that all the external sides must have equal length. The quadrilateral is then a rhombus.
Conversely suppose that r 14 = r 23 . Then, from equation (14) and (15) It follows that θ 124 = θ 243 and thus a and c are parallel. The configuration is either an isosceles trapezoid or a parallelogram. In the former case r 14 = r 23 , and r 13 = r 24 . Using equation (27) we find that all the masses are equal, and hence the configuration must be a square. In the latter case r 14 = r 23 , and r 12 = r 34 . Reasoning as we did before we find the configuration must be a rhombus. In either case we deduce that r 12 = r 34 . This completes the proof.
Remark. We conclude this section by noticing that the equations (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and ( , cot θ = 0, and csc θ = 1. In this case the equations (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and (12-17) take a simpler form.
It is hoped that equations (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and (18-23) for four-body c.c.'s can be helpful in proving further results in the co-circular case, and in the case the diagonals are perpendicular. In the first case it would be interesting, for instance, to try to reproduce results obtained in [7] . In the latter case it would be intriguing to try to recover results obtained in [9] and [6] .
A remark on co-circular configurations
Planarity Condition 5 can also be used to obtain equations for four-body c.c.'s with distances as variables. Although we will not derive such equations here, we will use Planarity Condition 5 to explain why using Ptolemy's condition as a constraint (as it was done by Cors and Roberts in [7] )) is enough to obtain equations for co-circular c.c.'s with distances as variables. Our result is similar to Lemma 2.1 in [7] . Dividing equation (5) , . . . ,
∂ ∂r 34
. Setting the gradient of equation (28) where we defined two functions L and φ such that L cos φ = 2Q ∂γ ∂r ij
, L sin φ =
∂Q ∂r ij
, and L = 2Q . If we restrict the problem to cocircular configurations then cos γ = 0, and the derivatives of G coincide with those of P . We have proven the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let r be any standard planar convex configurations satisfying P (r) = 0, then ∇ r G(r) = ∇ r P (r).
In other words, on a configuration for which both G and P vanish, the gradients of these two functions are equal.
Consequently, on co-circular configurations, equation (29) takes the form ∇ r U + λM ∇ r I + σ ∇ r P = 0, with the constraints I − I 0 = 0, G = 0, and P = 0. This gives another explanation of why it is possible to use P instead of the Caley-Menger determinant to study co-circular configurations.
